for the equivalence in the field of real numbers of pairs of real symmetric matrices. This is illustrated by the pairs of one-by-one matrices A = (1), B = (1); C = (-1), D = (-1) which have the same elementary divisor (X -1), but for which there obviously exists no real P = (p) such that P'AP = p2= -1. In 1905 Muth* gave the necessary and sufficient conditions for the real equivalence of real symmetric matrices.
It has sometimes been stated that for the non-singular case the coincidence of the elementary divisors of the pairs is also a sufficient condition for the equivalence in the complex field of pairs of Hermitian matrices. That this is not the case is illustrated by the above pair considered as Hermitian matrices, there existing noP= (p) such that P'AP -pp=-\. The present paper gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of pairs of Hermitian matrices. Although the method of proof is much simpler, the conditions for the non-singular case are the same as those arrived at by Muth for the real symmetric case, a result which is entirely reasonable when one considers that Hermitian matrices should be thought of as a generalization of real symmetric matrices. Also, when one remembers that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the real equivalence of two real symmetric matrices or for the equivalence in the complex field of two Hermitian matrices is that they have the same rank and the same index, the results of Part II of this paper seem quite reasonable when stated in the following form:
Theorem. Two pairs of Hermitian matrices A, B and C, D, where \B \ 9*0 and \D \ 9*0, are equivalent if and only if
(1) they have the same elementary divisors, and (2) the matrices B{B~*A -X/)" and D{D~lC-X/)" have the same index for all positive integral n and real X.
Dickson'sf treatment of the singular case is reduced to the above mentioned erroneous treatment of the non-singular case. A direct reduction to the non-singular case, leading to a canonical form and using the Hermitian properties of the matrices involved, has been found. This is given in Part I. Part II, which treats the non-singular case, may be read independently of Part I.
* Muth, P., Über reelle Äquivalenz von Scharen reeller quadratischer Formen, in Journal für die reine und angewandte Mathematik, vol. 128 (1905), pp. 302-321. f Dickson, L. E., Singular case of pairs of bilinear, quadratic, or Hermitian forms, these Transactions, vol. 29 (1927 Transactions, vol. 29 ( ), pp. 239-253. 1935 hermitian matrices 147 I. Singular case
In this section the finding of a canonical form for a pair A, B of Hermitian matrices is reduced to the treatment of a pair of lower order. By successive reductions the problem is completely solved or is finally reduced to the treatment of the non-singular case.
Consider a pair of nXn Hermitian matrices A, B such that the rank of pA -\-<tB never exceeds r, the rank of B. Without loss of generality we may assume that B is of the form where An is an rXr Hermitian matrix, An is anrX(w -r) matrix, and A22 is an (n -r)X(n -r) Hermitian matrix. Since the rank of A+crB never exceeds r, A2i = 0, for if that were not the case there would be a minor of order r + 1 the determinant of which would have ±ka' for the leading term in a, where k is a non-zero element of A22, and hence this determinant is not identically zero. Thus where A m is an 5 X (» -r) matrix and .4 m is a i X (ft -r) matrix, condition (3) becomes (5) ^4 i2i^4 i2i ■* A \22A 122, and hence the ranks of and A X22 can not exceed the smallest of the three numbers s, t, and n -r.
We shall specify that in our canonical form for the pair A,B, B as defined in equation (1) be left invariant.
Let T be a non-singular matrix
T\\ Ti2
T2i T22
with the same conventions as above for the dimensions of the sub-matrices and satisfying the condition
This condition is equivalent to the following three conditions:
From the first of these conditions it follows that Tn must be non-singular and hence from the second condition we see that Ti2 = 0. Since T is nonsingular, r22 must be non-singular. If F= T'AT, we have, using the same conventions as above,
Fu = = fc;
(10) F22 = 0.
As a special case we may take WSn 0 Tn = 0 where Su is an sXs unitary orthogonal matrix and S22 is a tXt unitary orthogonal matrix, and for this case Fin -S11A121T22, and F122 = ^22^4 22^1 122-* 22-Let the rank of Am be ly. It is readily shown that, by a proper choice of Su, S'uA 121 may be taken as a matrix in which all the elements below the hth row are zero. This being the case, it is readily seen that T22 may be so chosen that F121 = 0 Although r22 may have been determined, S22 may be so chosen that all but the last I rows of Fm are zero, where / is the rank of -4m, and such that in these last / rows, if for the ith and (i-fl)st rows an and ai+ytk are the first non-zero elements, then j < k. We may also pick S22 such that these first nonzero elements are positive real numbers. From these conditions and the fact that according to (5) F122F122 -F121F121, we see that F122 = 0 and that h is the rank of Ay2. In order not to accumulate notations we will assume from now on that (ID^4 12 = 0   4 where, of course, if h = n -r the second column of zeros is absent. Call h the first invariant sub-rank of A.
We will now use only such transformations T as will leave B and the ^4i2 invariant. Let where B$ is an (r -2h) X(r -2k) matrix of structure similar to Bu with s-U plus ones and t -h minus ones on the main diagonal and elsewhere zero. From (9), we see that S'Ai2T22 = A12, and from this and the fact that TM is non-singular, it follows that \K' 01
where K is an hXh non-singular matrix. Hence, remembering the form (11) for 4.12 we see that (12) (13)
Making these substitutions in the form for S, we see that the conditions that S'BxxS=Bn are
022-011 022 -£>u , S12K + "S^Sll 5*23 = 0,
Subtracting the conjugate-transpose of (16) from (19) we get
and since B^ is non-singular and, by (18), S22 is non-singular, we see that (21) .S'21 = S2Z-Since K is non-singular, from (16) we see that
Using (21) and subtracting (17) from (15) we see that
that is,
Since subtracting (17) from (20) also yields (23) we see that conditions (17), (18), (21), (22) and (23) are equivalent to conditions (15) to (20). Moreover, it may be seen that S2i may be chosen arbitrarily, that S22 need only satisfy (18), and that Sn and 633 may be determined so as to satisfy (17) and (23).
Let us now turn our attention to equation (8) for Fn and, in particular, study the last two terms TiiAnTu + TnAnTu which we will call M.
we see that
and we see, since K is non-singular, that Mn = K'T2n+TniK may be taken as an arbitrary lx Xh Hermitian matrix and that M12 = K'Tm and Mi3 = K'T2n + T211K may be chosen as arbitrary matrices of the correct dimensions; that M21 = M23 = M[2 = M.'2, and that M33 = Mu+Mn -Mn-If now we write
we see that condition (4) with k = l, namely, that -4i2.BiiG.Biij422 = 0, reduces to
Hence M may be so chosen that
An =G = will be of the form •S22.<4 12 K' 1.
and by (23),
If in (26) and (27) II. Non-singular case 1. Preliminary reduction of pair. Consider any pair of Hermitian matrices A, B with complex elements and such that the determinant |p4+tr73| is not identically zero in p and a. As stated above, no generality is lost in assuming that I BI 9*0. Calling G the classical canonical form (described below) of B_1A, we know there exists a matrix T such that
where Bi = T'BT and Ax = T'AT. Therefore we lose no generality in allowing the pair A, B to be such that B_1A = G is in canonical form. We shall call a matrix whose elements are all zero except for square blocks along the main diagonal a diagonal block matrix. It shall be shown that there exists a diagonal block matrix E determined by G such that E = E' = E~1 and such that B must be of the form ESi, where Si is a matrix commutative with the canonical form G. A canonical pair Ac, Bc for A, B will then be obtained by showing that it is always possible to find a non-singular matrix S commutative with G such that Br = S'BS and Ac = S'AS = BCG.
Let the elementary divisors of A -~KB be (X -X,)ei. Call Ji the square matrix of order e{ having ones in the diagonal above the main diagonal and other-wise zeros. Call /<° the identity matrix of order e{. We may then describe the canonical form G as a diagonal block matrix having a block (Xt/i° +/,•) corresponding to each elementary divisor (X-X;)ei. We may assume that blocks of G which correspond to conjugate imaginary pairs of elementary divisors are adjacent blocks. Call the square matrix of order et with ones along its secondary diagonal and otherwise zeros, i.e., having elements (c,-*) where cjk = \ for j+k = e,-+l, and c]k = 0 for j+k9*ei+l.
Define £ as a diagonal block matrix such that a block (Xi/<° +/,) of C corresponds to a block E( of E when X; is real, and two blocks ( Hence B must be of the form ESi, where Si is a matrix commutative with G. The form of any matrix S commutative with the canonical form G will now be described. To facilitate this description, we may assume that the blocks of G are arranged so that those corresponding to elementary divisors involving the same root appear in non-increasing order with respect to size.
Call Iik, e^Ct, the e,Xe* matrix made up of /*? augmented below by ei -ek rows of zeros. S is a block matrix of the following form: To the block (Xs/i° +/;) of G corresponds a block S;,(/,) of S, where Sit-is a polynomial with complex coefficients. When X;=Xit, e.-^e*, there is also an eiXek block of the form IikSik(Jk) in the columns of Skk(Jk) and the rows of Sn(Ji), and an ekXei block of the form Ski{Jk)Ekl'ikEi in the rows of Skk(Jk) and the columns of S,-,(/,). Suppose the real elementary divisors (X-X;)ei of A,B divide into m classes of equal elementary divisors (i.e., involving the same root and the same exponent). For each class define a a as the sum of the t's corresponding to the elementary divisors of that class. It will be shown in §3 that these m at are invariants of the pair A,B.
To reduce to this canonical pair we shall show that it is always possible to choose a non-singular matrix S commutative with the canonical form G = B-1A so that S'BS = BC. It follows that
(1) Ac = SAS = S'BSS-KiS = S'BSG = BCG.
Because of the block form of B and S it is evidently necessary to consider elementary divisors involving but a single real root, or a pair of conj'ugate imaginary roots. The reduction is divided into eight cases. In Case I the canonical form is obtained for a pair of matrices having but one real elementary divisor, and in Case II for a pair of matrices having but one pair of conj'ugate imaginary elementary divisors. Every other situation is shown to depend essentially on Cases I and II. In Cases III and IV induction is used to obtain the canonical forms where there are any number of distinct (i.e., with distinct exponents, but involving the same characteristic root) and no repeated, elementary divisors (III) and any number of distinct, but no repeated, pairs of conjugate imaginary elementary divisors (IV). In Cases V and VI the situations of a cluster of equal real elementary divisors and a cluster of equal pairs of conjugate imaginary elementary divisors are reduced so as to be handled by the methods of Cases III and IV. Finally, in Cases VII and VIII, induction on Cases V and VI is used to cover the situation of any number of clusters of equal real elementary divisors and of any number of clusters of equal pairs of conjugate imaginary elementary divisors.
Before taking up these cases, it will be well to list some relations that shall be used repeatedly in the reductions:
(2) j't = 0 when j = e,;
(3) P(ffi)Bi = EtPi/i), P a polynomial; 
, (X -Xi)«, e, > e2 > > ek.
In (7) we may take Sn of the form described for 5 in §1 with k -1 diagonal blocks and fO -1) (k-2) blocks above the diagonal. The %(k -l)(k -2) blocks below the diagonal are taken to be zero; Si2 a matrix of dimensions (ei+62+ • ■ ■ +e*-i) Xek made up of matrices, each above the next, of the form IikSik(Jk), i= 1, 2, • • • , (k -1); Bn of the form described for B in §1 with k -1 diagonal blocks and |0 -l)(Ä -2) blocks above and also below the diagonal; We know that |^Bn| 9*0 and |<B22| 9*0 since \B\ 9*0 and ei>e*. Let us assume that Sn can be chosen so that Sn'BiiSii is of the desired form, i.e., a matrix of k -1 diagonal blocks of the form e,E,. (See Case I for start of induction.) Since SnS 12 is of the same form as 'B^, we may choose S12 so that «llS 12 + 43l2 = 0.
where Pi has no constant term. Since <B22 + EkP1(Jl.) is therefore non-singular, we employ a further transformation R of form (8) Calling Sx = SR, we have S{ Po\ = Bc.
Evidently this method would cover the situation with ei = e2= ■ ■ ■ = if it were known that | ^BX11 9*0, | (B22I 9*0, and that <Bi2 involved only polynomials without constant terms. These cases may be handled as were Cases III and IV, they being made to depend on V and VI as III and IV depended on I and II. Clusters of blocks are dealt with in place of single blocks. 3. Conditions for equivalence. Consider the pair of Hermitian matrices A,B, where \ B\ 9*0. The matrix B(B^A -X/)" is Hermitian for any realX and positive integral n since it is a sum of matrices of the form B{B~lA)\ which is easily shown to be Hermitian for any positive integral j.
Referring to the o\-defined at the beginning of §2, the following theorem may be stated: Necessity. The necessity of (1) is known from classical theory. Suppose there exists a non-singular P so that P'AP = C and P'BP = D.
whence the necessity of (2) follows. Sufficiency. We may assume the two pairs are in their canonical forms. Because of (1), these canonical pairs are the same except possibly in their e,. The coincidence of the cr,-is a sufficient condition for equivalence since equal «, could be made to correspond by a proper interchange of blocks. We have then merely to prove that for any variation in the o-,-of the canonical pairs there will exist a real X and a positive integral n such that the indices of B{B~lA -\I)n and DiD^C-XI)"
are not the same.
K I Since A and B are in canonical form, B{B~lA -X/)" is a diagonal block matrix like A and B, the real block €i£i(Xi/i° +J,) of A corresponding to the block €<£<[(X,-X)/i°+/l]" of B(B~lA-X/)". Obviously, the index of B{B-lA-\I)n will be the sum of the indices of its blocks.
Consider first the case in which all the elementary divisors involve the same real root Xi, the exponents being = E «I of the other pair. Choose X=Xi and w = eß, -1. Blocks •«jE*//**"4 will have the same indices in each pair when i<ßs, since we are assuming a-j = a/,j<s. Also blocks eiEiJffo-1 will have the same indices in each pair when i > ß" for then the blocks are entirely zeros. However block e$ Eßjß'f'-1 has index a, in one pair and o7 ^o-8 in the other.
Since the index of block €<£i[(Xi-\)JtB +/,•]" for X<^X depends on the sign of €t(X<-X)", it is the same for any even n, and the same for any odd n. Consider any general set of elementary divisors, and call Xi a root such that the <Ti connected with the set of elementary divisors involving Xi are different in the two pairs. Choose X=Xi and choose n as above so that the total indices of the corresponding blocks of the two pairs are different. If the remaining blocks have the same total indices for each pair for this X and n, we are done.
If not, increase n by 2, whence the difference of the indices of blocks involving Xi disappears since the blocks causing the difference become entirely zeros, but the difference of the indices of blocks not involving \\ remains unchanged. This proof shows that condition (2) in the above theorem could be replaced by the following condition (2') which is more easily applied but less easily stated:
(2') the matrices B{B~lA -\I)n and D{D~1C-\I)n have the same index for all positive integral n which are less than or equal to the order of the matrices involved and of the form e, +1, where the e< are the exponents of the real elementary divisors of the pairs, and for all X which are real roots X< involved in these elementary divisors.
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